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Soft QCD
• processes where effective ⍺S is large à low transverse momenta
• perturbative QCD fails à theory relies on phenomenological assumptions

1. Diffractive events/processes
2. Multiple parton interactions (MPI)
3. Underlying events (UE)
4. Hadronisation products

(particle spectra and correlations)
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Diffractive 
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Starting from the softest events
Single-diffractive dissociation cross sections

Diffractive studies done using large 
rapidity gap techniques
à distinction from double- and non-
diffractive events with intact final-state 
proton in ATLAS forward spectrometer
(ALFA)

• Measurement vs visible rapidity gap 
∆η plateau
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Starting from the softest events
Single-diffractive dissociation cross sections

Diffractive studies done using large 
rapidity gap techniques
à distinction from double- and non-
diffractive events with intact final-state 
proton in ATLAS forward spectrometer
(ALFA)

σfiducial(ξ,t)SD = 1.59 ± 0.13 mb

• Measurement vs visible rapidity gap 
∆η plateau

• vs proton transverse momentum t 
exponential fit

• vs proton energy loss ξ = M2
X/s

independent
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Hard diffractive processes
Single-diffractive dijet production

Diffractive system
with 2 jets
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New paper

POMWIG 
• pIP, pIR, IPIP
• good with <S2> correction

PYTHIA 8 DG
(diffractive event only if no MPI)
• only pIP
• no correction needed
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Hard diffractive processes
Single-diffractive dijet production

Diffractive system
with 2 jets
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Ratio of single diffractive to inclusive 
dijet σ vs parton momentum fraction x 
lower than CDF result

R = 0.025 ± 0.001 (stat) ± 0.003 (syst)
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Central exclusive production
π+π− production

CEP events selected
• vetoing energy in the calorimeters
• requiring two charged pions in the tracker
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Central exclusive production
π+π− production

CEP events selected
• vetoing energy in the calorimeters
• requiring two charged pions in the tracker

Fit
• interfering Breit-Wigner

functions
• continuum contribution

by DIME MC (DPE)

Above 1500 MeV fit 
overestimates data
• DIME MC mismodeling

of the continuum shape
• further resonances
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Multiple 
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interactions



Clean final state
leptonic decay e±µ± or µ±µ±

σeff parton distribution in the plane 
orthogonal to the direction 
of the protons

Directly targeting MPI
First evidence of WW from DPS

1

1 Introduction
Events in which two hard parton-parton interactions occur within a single proton-proton (pp)
collision—referred to as double-parton scattering (DPS) processes—have been discussed the-
oretically since the introduction of the parton model [1–8]. Experimentally, such processes
have been studied at hadron colliders at different center-of-mass energies using multiple final
states [9–22].

The cross section for a single hard scattering (SHS) can be factorized into a term containing the
parton distribution functions (PDFs) and the partonic cross section of the process at hand, but
this approach becomes nontrivial for DPS processes. Although the factorized partonic cross
sections remain unchanged, the PDF term in the DPS case contains elements from two distinct
partons in each proton. This term includes a distance parameter between the partons in the
plane transverse to the direction of motion of each proton. Precise calculations of the involved
dynamics have been carried out for such a case [7]. Assuming that both the partonic cross
sections and the transverse and longitudinal parts of the PDF terms factorize, the DPS cross
section can be written in a simplified model as

sDPS
AB =

n

2
sAsB
seff

, (1)

where “A” and “B” denote the SHS processes, and sA and sB are their respective production
cross sections. The factor n is equal to unity if processes A and B are the same, and is equal
to two otherwise. The parameter seff, the effective cross section of DPS processes, is related
to the extent of the parton distribution in the plane orthogonal to the direction of motion of
the protons. It was measured at different hadron colliders and center-of-mass energies in a
variety of final-state processes with comparatively large uncertainties (⇡30%). Its value ranges
between 15 and 26 mb for processes involving a vector boson [13–18, 21, 23]. Significantly lower
values, down to 2.2 mb, are measured for processes involving heavy-flavor production [22].

One of the most promising processes to study DPS is the case in which both hard scatterings
lead to the production of a W boson, and, in particular, the final state with two same-charge
W bosons [24]. The SHS W±W± production includes two additional partons and its cross sec-
tion is therefore suppressed at the matrix-element level. Figure 1 illustrates the production
of W±W± via the DPS process (left) and via SHS processes (middle and right) at leading or-
der (LO) in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The absence of jets in the W±W±

production via DPS at LO in perturbation theory provides an additional handle to reduce the
contributions from the SHS backgrounds by introducing an upper limit on the number of jets.
Moreover, when both W bosons decay leptonically, this event exhibits a clean final state in
the detector, and the excellent reconstruction and resolution of leptons in the CMS detector
provides an accurate measurement of the WW DPS cross section.

However, DPS WW production has not been observed experimentally. An observation of this
process would permit the validation of the factorization approach, which is prevalent in current
Monte Carlo (MC) event generators. In addition, it is proposed that angular observables in the
DPS W±W± process are sensitive to nontrivial longitudinal momentum correlations among the
partons [25–27]. The DPS W±W± process also constitutes a background in searches for new
physics at the CERN LHC, e.g., in searches for the electroweak production of supersymmet-
ric particles [28]. A measurement of the DPS WW production cross section (sDPS WW) would
improve the reach of such searches.

A search for the production of W±W± via DPS was reported in the past by the CMS Collabo-
ration using pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV, and an upper limit of 0.32 pb was set on its production

Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 1, 41 Valentina Zaccolo – LHCP2020 9
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• Factorisation approach: from σeff
• PYTHIA: UE description
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events



UE characterisation
As a measurement wrt leading track… 

Summed pT vs. pT,LT

Toward and Away regions
collect fragmentation products
from hard scattering
• increases monotonically
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UE characterisation
As a measurement wrt leading track… 

Summed pT vs. pT,LT

Toward and Away regions
collect fragmentation products
from hard scattering
• increases monotonically

Transverse region
underlying event
• first increases ->  MPI increase
• flattens -> MPI saturation

PYTHIA 8 performs better
• good MPI description
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UE characterisation
…as a measurement wrt Z boson… 
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Figure 1: (a) Illustration of away, transverse, and towards regions in the transverse plane defined relative to the
direction of the Z boson. (b) Illustration of an isotropic and a balanced event topology in the transverse plane with
their corresponding values of thrust T?. In these figures, the beams are travelling perpendicular to the plane of the
page.

sum is labelled trans-max and the other trans-min [5, 6]. The trans-min region is highly sensitive to the UE
activity because it is less likely that activity from recoiling jets leaks into this region.

Four distributions are studied to understand the UE activity. The first is the charged-particle transverse
momentum dNch/dpch

T distribution inclusive over all selected particles. The final spectrum for this variable
is accumulated over all events and then normalized. The next three are evaluated on an event-by-event
basis: the charged-particle multiplicity dNev/d(Nch/�⌘��), the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of
those particles dNev/d(⌃pT/�⌘��), and the mean transverse momentum dNev/d(mean pT), where mean pT
is the quotient of ⌃pT and Nch (provided Nch > 0 in the corresponding region). The distributions of these
variables are produced separately for charged particles lying in each of the regions described above. The
charged-particle multiplicity and the scalar sum of transverse momenta are normalized relative to the area
of the corresponding region in the ⌘–� space. This simplifies the comparison of the activity in di�erent
regions. The distributions are distinguished in di�erent ranges of the Z boson transverse momentum pZ

T
and for two regions of transverse thrust T? [7]. Transverse thrust characterizes the topology of the tracks in
the event and is

T? =
Õ

i | ÆpT,i · n̂|Õ
i | ÆpT,i |

. (1)

The thrust axis n̂ is the unit vector which maximizes T?. Here the summation is done on an event-by-event
basis over the transverse momenta pT of all charged particles except the two muons. Transverse thrust has a
maximum value of 1 for a pencil-like dijet topology and a minimum value of 2/⇡ for a circularly symmetric
distribution of particles in the transverse plane, as illustrated in Figure 1. As proposed in Ref. [8], events
with lower values of T? are more sensitive to the MPI component of the UE. The two regions of thrust
examined in this paper are T?  0.75 and T? > 0.75, which are optimized to distinguish extra jet activity
from the actual UE activity. A measurement of transverse thrust in combination with the UE activity was
done at

p
s = 7 TeV [9], but it did not distinguish the transverse regions.

In this paper, all measurements are also performed inclusively in T?. In total, the spectra of the four
observables are measured in 96 regions of phase space, i.e. in eight bins of pZ

T ; in the away, toward,
trans-max, and trans-min regions; and for low, high, and inclusive T?. The bin boundaries in pZ

T are
(0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 200, 500) GeV. In addition to distributions of the four observables, the arithmetic

4

Using Z boson 
à very clean UE definition 
(no FSR)
Measurement done vs 
Thrust

P. Bussey 28th at 3.20 pm 
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Using Z boson 
à very clean UE definition 
(no FSR)
Measurement done vs 
Thrust

• isotropic event 
dominated by MPI
o PowhegPythia8

works better
• jetty event dominated 

by ISR
o all generators 

underestimate data
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UE characterisation
…and as a tool

Define relative transverse
activity classifier
in the plateau region
5 < pT leading< 40 GeV/c

𝑅! =
𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*

𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*
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UE characterisation
…and as a tool

Define relative transverse
activity classifier
in the plateau region
5 < pT leading< 40 GeV/c

𝑅! =
𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*

𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*

(almost) jet–free multiplicity estimator
Ø use it as tool for particle-production studies
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Particle production vs RT

• transverse
o clear pT hardening at

high multiplicity
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Particle production vs RT

• transverse
o clear pT hardening at

high multiplicity

• toward
o convergence to jet
o separation among

UE and jet 
at high pT

𝑅! =
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Soft particle production
Very forward energy vs mid-rapidity tracks

Energy deposited in the forward calorimeter 
vs tracks at mid-rapidity

• total energy / few Nch à challenging for all models!
Diffraction (dominant at forward rapidities) still difficult to describe
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Soft particle production
Very forward energy vs mid-rapidity tracks

Energy deposited in the forward calorimeter 
vs tracks at mid-rapidity

• total energy / few Nch à challenging for all models!
Diffraction (dominant at forward rapidities) still difficult to describe

• electromagnetic component
à underestimated by 
all predictions
especially Sibyll 2.3c 
(model for air shower simulation)

• hadronic component 
à generally overestimated
PYTHIA 8 CP5 (tuned 
to measured UE) off
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Soft jets at forward rapidities
Charged-hadron production in Z jets

Charged hadrons produced in jet recoiling
against a Z boson in 2.5 < η < 4
Ø probe light-quark jets
Ø test differences between

quark and gluon hadronisation

Valentina Zaccolo – LHCP2020 18Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 23, 232001
W. Barter 26th at 5.30 pm 
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Supplemental Material for LHCb-PAPER-2019-012

Comparisons to ATLAS Inclusive Jet Measurements

These figures compare results presented in this Letter with published results from ATLAS.

Comparisons are made between the results presented here to inclusive midrapidity jet

results published in 2011 by ATLAS as noted in the legends. An additional comparison is

made to measurements in the isolated photon-jet channel. The relevant ATLAS references

are written in the legends of the figures. It is worth noting that the kinematic regions are

not exactly the same, so qualitative, rather than quantitative, comparisons of the shapes

should be made.
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Figure 1: The longitudinal charged hadron-in-jet distributions are compared to measurements
from the ATLAS collaboration in the midrapidity inclusive jet channel. Information regarding
the kinematic bins for each measurement can be found in the legends.
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Measurement of Charged Hadron Production in Z-Tagged Jets in Proton-Proton
Collisions at

!!
s

p
= 8 TeV

R. Aaij et al.*

(LHCb Collaboration)

(Received 19 April 2019; revised manuscript received 13 June 2019; published 4 December 2019)

The production of charged hadrons within jets recoiling against a Z boson is measured in proton-proton
collision data at

!!!
s

p
! 8 TeV recorded by the LHCb experiment. The charged-hadron structure of the jet is

studied longitudinally and transverse to the jet axis for jets with transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and
in the pseudorapidity range 2.5 < ! < 4. These are the first measurements of jet hadronization at these
forward rapidities and also the first where the jet is produced in association with a Z boson. In contrast to
previous hadronization measurements at the Large Hadron Collider, which are dominated by gluon jets,
these measurements probe predominantly light-quark jets which are found to be more longitudinally and
transversely collimated with respect to the jet axis when compared to the previous gluon dominated
measurements. Therefore, these results provide valuable information on differences between quarks and
gluons regarding nonperturbative hadronization dynamics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.232001

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the
strong interaction, is unique amongst the fundamental forces
due to the nonperturbative processes that confine quarks and
gluons, collectively referred to as partons, within bound-
state hadrons. The parton structure of protons has been the
focus of intense research efforts; however, the understanding
of how hadrons arise from scattered partons is limited in
comparison. PerturbativeQCDcalculations utilize fragmen-
tation functions to determine cross sections of hadron
production from scattered partons. Fragmentation functions
describe the probability for a particular parton to transform
into a particular hadron [1–3]. Several global fits to
experimental data have provided parametrized fragmenta-
tion functions (see, e.g., Ref. [4] and references therein).
However, there is a significant lack of understanding in
the mechanisms through which hadrons are formed in the
nonperturbative hadronization process and therefore addi-
tional data are required.
Fragmentation function studies have been performed

using inclusive hadron production at e"e! colliders, which
benefit from a simpler environment free of initial-state gluon
radiation [5–13]. Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic-scattering
measurements have also been used to constrain fragmenta-
tion functions at smaller values of Q2, the momentum
transfer [14,15]. Additionally, inclusive hadron production

measurements have been used to study fragmentation
functions in the more complex environment, relative to
interactions involving leptons, of proton-proton (pp) colli-
sions [16–18]. However, such measurements are limited by
the lack of an explicit way to relate the scattered parton to the
final-state hadron. Measuring fragmentation functions with
respect to high transverse momentum (pT) jets offers a
unique opportunity to study hadron production relative to an
object that is correlated to the scattered parton. For example,
the transverse profile, in addition to the longitudinal dynam-
ics of hadronswithin jets, can be used to study fragmentation
functions in the longitudinal and transverse directions with
respect to the jet axis. Suchmultidimensional measurements
that go beyond inclusive hadrons, or those that consider
correlations between particles, have the potential to answer
unique questions within QCD related to universality, fac-
torization, and the importance of color-charge flow [19,20].
This Letter reports a study of charged hadrons produced

in jets recoiling against a Z boson, also referred to as
Z-tagged jets, in the forward region of pp collisions
(throughout this Letter the notation Z includes both the
Z0 and virtual "# contributions). The longitudinal momen-
tum fraction, z, the momentum transverse to the jet axis,
jT , and the radial distribution, r, of charged hadrons are
measured with respect to the jet axis in the laboratory
frame, defined as

z! pjet · phadron

jpjetj2
; $1%

jT ! jpjet ! phadronj
jpjetj

; $2%

*Full author list given at the end of the article.
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Soft jets at forward rapidities
Charged-hadron production in Z jets

Charged hadrons produced in jet recoiling
against a Z boson in 2.5 < η < 4
Ø probe light-quark jets
Ø test differences between

quark and gluon hadronisation

• Forward jets (LHCb) more collimated 
than mid-rapidity ones (ATLAS) 
o difference in fragmentation functions

for light quarks and gluons

Valentina Zaccolo – LHCP2020 18Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 23, 232001
W. Barter 26th at 5.30 pm 
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Modelling baryons is difficult due to their colour topology 
Ø are not included in leading-colour approximations à interesting probes!

• p/𝞹0 (|S|=0) 
o models are flatter than data

• 𝞚/K0S (|S|=1)
o EPOS LHC off
o PYTHIA overestimates data

by factor 3

• 𝝣/𝞍 (|S|=2) and 𝝮/𝞍 (|S|=3, all s)
o EPOS LHC good
o PYTHIA off

Baryon hadronisation
Baryon-to-meson ratios…
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Modelling baryons is difficult due to their colour topology 
Ø are not included in leading-colour approximations à interesting probes!

Same trend for 𝞚C/D0 (|C|=1)

o is mid-pT enhancement
a baryon/meson feature?

o PYTHIA Mode2 (QCD-CR) works
for 𝞚C/D0…
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Baryon-to-meson ratios…
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Modelling baryons is difficult due to their colour topology 
Ø are not included in leading-colour approximations à interesting probes!

Same trend for 𝞚C/D0 (|C|=1)

o is mid-pT enhancement
a baryon/meson feature?

o PYTHIA Mode2 (QCD-CR) works
for 𝞚C/D0…

o …but not for 𝚵C/D0!

Baryon hadronisation
Baryon-to-meson ratios…
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Baryon hadronisation
…and correlations

Angular correlations à valuable tool to test hadronisation

Baryon-baryon correlations

near-side anti-correlations
o baryon production close

in phase space disfavoured
o no model can reproduce it

2 proceedings˙eQCD printed on April 16, 2020

available in the Angantyr extension [4]. The latter approach is used in26

EPOS [5].27

These models use fundamentally di↵erent mechanisms, but neither of28

them has been unambiguously proven so far. More experimental input is29

required to be able to distinguish between them, and in particular pinpoint30

the hadron production mechanism. One such observable is angular correla-31

tions between di↵erent hadronic species, which can be used both to study32

quark production early in the collision and hadron production in the later33

stages. In PYTHIA, hadrons are formed through qq̄ pair formation during34

breakings of colour strings [6], yielding strong local correlations between35

hadrons sharing a quark-antiquark pair. On the other hand, if quarks are36

formed early in the collision and hadron formation happens later, such as37

in a core-corona model, such correlations should be weak or non-existent.38

One can study ⇡�⇡ or K�K correlations, and p�p or ⇤�⇤ correlations,39

to probe meson and baryon production, respectively. To study strangeness40

production, one can trigger on a multistrange hadron, such as the ⌅ baryon,41

and measure its correlation with other strange hadrons, such as kaons.42

The correlation function will inevitably be a↵ected by an excess of par-43

ticles formed in the jet cone (minijet fragmentation), leading to a strong44

near-side peak. This can be studied through ⇡ � ⇡ correlations, since the45

particle production is dominated by pions. To remove these e↵ects, one46

can study the balance function, which is the di↵erence between correlation47

functions of equally- and oppositely-charged particle pairs. For a thermally48

expanding medium, the balance function width is expected to decrease with49

increasing collision multiplicity due to radial flow [7, and refs. therein].50

2. Method51

Three similar quantities are being measured in the studies presented52

here: the correlation function, the per-trigger yield, and the balance func-53

tion. The correlation function is the distribution of particle pairs in relative54

(pseudo)rapidity (�⌘ or �y)–azimuthal-angle (�') space, normalised to55

the number of trigger-associated particle pairs Npairs:56

C(�⌘,�') =
1

Npairs

d2Npairs

d�⌘d�'
. (1)

The same distribution, but normalised to the number of triggers Ntrig in-57

stead, is called the per-trigger yield:58

Y(�y,�') =
1

Ntrig

d2Npairs

d�yd�'
. (2)
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Angular correlations à valuable tool to test hadronisation

Baryon-meson per-trigger yield

𝝣-𝞹
o models reproduce correlation
o normalisation is off for EPOS LHC 

𝝣-K
o stronger and wider near-side peak
o too much correlation for PYTHIA 8
o too little for EPOS LHC

Baryon hadronisation
…and correlations

2 proceedings˙eQCD printed on April 16, 2020

available in the Angantyr extension [4]. The latter approach is used in26

EPOS [5].27

These models use fundamentally di↵erent mechanisms, but neither of28

them has been unambiguously proven so far. More experimental input is29

required to be able to distinguish between them, and in particular pinpoint30

the hadron production mechanism. One such observable is angular correla-31

tions between di↵erent hadronic species, which can be used both to study32

quark production early in the collision and hadron production in the later33

stages. In PYTHIA, hadrons are formed through qq̄ pair formation during34

breakings of colour strings [6], yielding strong local correlations between35

hadrons sharing a quark-antiquark pair. On the other hand, if quarks are36

formed early in the collision and hadron formation happens later, such as37

in a core-corona model, such correlations should be weak or non-existent.38

One can study ⇡�⇡ or K�K correlations, and p�p or ⇤�⇤ correlations,39

to probe meson and baryon production, respectively. To study strangeness40

production, one can trigger on a multistrange hadron, such as the ⌅ baryon,41

and measure its correlation with other strange hadrons, such as kaons.42

The correlation function will inevitably be a↵ected by an excess of par-43

ticles formed in the jet cone (minijet fragmentation), leading to a strong44

near-side peak. This can be studied through ⇡ � ⇡ correlations, since the45

particle production is dominated by pions. To remove these e↵ects, one46

can study the balance function, which is the di↵erence between correlation47

functions of equally- and oppositely-charged particle pairs. For a thermally48

expanding medium, the balance function width is expected to decrease with49

increasing collision multiplicity due to radial flow [7, and refs. therein].50

2. Method51

Three similar quantities are being measured in the studies presented52

here: the correlation function, the per-trigger yield, and the balance func-53

tion. The correlation function is the distribution of particle pairs in relative54

(pseudo)rapidity (�⌘ or �y)–azimuthal-angle (�') space, normalised to55

the number of trigger-associated particle pairs Npairs:56

C(�⌘,�') =
1

Npairs

d2Npairs

d�⌘d�'
. (1)

The same distribution, but normalised to the number of triggers Ntrig in-57

stead, is called the per-trigger yield:58

Y(�y,�') =
1

Ntrig

d2Npairs

d�yd�'
. (2)
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Soft QCD modelling is crucial for understanding of hadronisation mechanisms 
and for high-precision SM and beyond measurements

• Observables related to MPI are well modelled 
• Development needed to describe 

o diffraction
o initial/final state radiation 
o hadronisation at forward rapidities
o hadronisation of baryons

Conclusions and outlook
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Looking forward to development of precision tools (e.g. phase space subdivisions) 
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Run 3 data will help to reach the goal!
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Soft QCD modelling is crucial for understanding of hadronisation mechanisms 
and for high-precision SM and beyond measurements

• Observables related to MPI are well modelled 
• Development needed to describe 

o diffraction
o initial/final state radiation 
o hadronisation at forward rapidities
o hadronisation of baryons

Looking forward to development of precision tools (e.g. phase space subdivisions) 
to help modelling Soft QCD further

Run 3 data will help to reach the goal!

More questions? Discussion?
Topic: Discussion on Soft-QCD talk - LHCP2020
Time: May 26, 2020 06:30 PM Rome
Join Zoom Meeting: 
https://cern.zoom.us/j/96875900338?pwd=cCsw
STdLb1ZDbkN0VzJlbFpIY0dKdz09
Meeting ID: 968 7590 0338
Password: same of this session

Conclusions and outlook
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Phys.Lett.B 798 (2019) 134926

What about heavy ions?
Vector meson photoproduction with nuclei 

Nucleus carry EM field à source of γ
UPC at very high impact parameter b à exchange of virtual γ
small x à important constraints 
for the nuclear gluon shadowing models

Valentina Zaccolo – LHCP2020 25

J/𝚿 coherent production
• γ interacts coherently with whole nucleus
• gluon shadowing needed 

to reproduce data
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What about heavy ions?
Vector meson photoproduction with nuclei 

2Valentina Zaccolo – LHCP2020 26

𝞺0 coherent production
• approach to the black-disc limit of QCD
• EMD classes disentangle 

low and high energy contributions
to γ-Pb cross section

Nucleus carry EM field à source of γ
UPC at very high impact parameter b à exchange of virtual γ
small x à important constraints 
for the nuclear gluon shadowing models

New paper

D. Horak’s poster

https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3853627/


Particle production vs RT

p-Pb similar to pp
Ø clear hardening of pT spectra for transverse region
Pb-Pb 
Ø same trend for all azimuthal regions
Ø effect of isotropic structure of AA collision

Models reproduce the spectra qualitatively but 
not quantitatively
• PYTHIA extension to HI as superposition of pp      

(Angantyr) performs better

𝑅! =
𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*

𝑁"#$%&'()*%(*

UE characterisation
…and as a tool for heavy-ion studies
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